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party girls levitate through
mouth part of speaking
with

JONNY LIRON

Bolder than a man, sincere
with after all, knife in your
throat give up our tongue
ten long horses quiver of
(A work in Progress)

Your Forearm ﬁnishes me
glade be gantry in timidity

low key worship
-

-

Lack of feline sleep
soldiered in through run
turn back
o lenient scummed, bloated
Gash tender epimedium
silent goat staring were you

The small Cheek Lesion
men, bro shriek
'Castrate homosexuals'
all
they Caw ONE
all squalor
In-ﬁlth Lo, die is cast
fathomable Bicycle. shame
Scab, by the
boy
divine ploy un
shared, Fuck
she

O let's go to bed, teddy bear
around ankles hideous
patriot I'm full stop
Raucous wet
alive

I wane awoke/
/s' hard inside
No trafﬁclights

I am on the
Ankle Ground.
Saturated waste laughing
demons
each piece
Afﬁliated
by carbonate admissions
of
virtue. Sanctimony.
O loss
Scrape wracked truthful boy
tinder in pocket, satchel,
cold
for attempted care
raw insides erotic intake
tank gills on queer squeal
party girls levitate through
mouth part of speaking
with
Bolder than a man, sincere
with after all, knife in your
throat give up our tongue
ten long horses quiver of
Your Forearm ﬁnishes me
glade be gantry in timidity

vagina his supple trafﬁc As
Landing.
Smock-less
The desperate children die.
real panic.
Living Skin of the young up
kept breathing downwind
land
Trickster-spirit Masturbate
28 grins
suck
thrown inner
lazy poet
Down-graded desire to no
Poet graded throat-helium
supple trafﬁcked meta4
'reader' 'her' 'vagina' 'sex'
Begin an Academic or not.
steam
when we were young were
we not at least leap ahead

-

-

The small Cheek Lesion
men, bro shriek
'Castrate homosexuals'
all
they Caw ONE
all squalor
In-ﬁlth Lo, die is cast
fathomable Bicycle. shame

Bartholomew's larynx
Chopped
in
Half time
face pushed - at the chin
strapped down to buttock
weeping in a language no
one could #anymore
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Poet graded throat-helium

go to pause a minute, so

supple trafﬁcked meta4
'reader' 'her' 'vagina' 'sex'

blood smack on the come
down

Begin an Academic or not.
limp penis tuesday, 'hello'
steam
sugar ray robinson, 'hello'
when we were young were
we not at least leap ahead

british poetry today, 'hello'

-

-

Bartholomew's larynx
Chopped
in
Half time
face pushed - at the chin
strapped down to buttock
weeping in a language no
one could #anymore

the symptoms are that you suffer
daybreak
the tyranny of one thing
happening after another
Last night I was so
abbreviated.
than 'James Brown
Hell'
Potty violence
the bend
- soul - marked
sky kids re-enter the mark
accident reﬁned to skid in
reﬁned sodomy in theatre
tends too
pink ruination

We language on the
old Scar ground.
down the scar ground.
Fella's mind heaven, hefttissue in
any more
Dry ﬁngers to work with
hallelujah
Butcher animals

tastes of gorilla sweat
butcher your friends with
the 'hello' if you want man
sacriﬁce the night for an
cute day-weapon
Move in on it, to curl arian
distance

un-line the ﬁsh mouth
I Believe in Poetry
Jonny splits
on the
Ankle Ground.

what of it, shoulders
At the time o leave it, let's
go to pause a minute, so

o heterosexual privilege
glass language-virginity
go

blood smack on the come
down

So we'd clot an instant god
The spirit-measured home

limp penis tuesday, 'hello'

-If I were you, tongue-pure
-wrapped-in ﬁre

sugar ray robinson, 'hello'

If I were on
- you

british poetry today, 'hello'
on my own private
language ground

the symptoms are that you suffer
daybreak
the tyranny of one thing
happening after another
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Last night I was so
abbreviated.
than 'James Brown

I'd be dead happy
Ground like a punk hospital
like-tank girl's queer squeal
the body's it's own score
fully -paid down testimony

So we'd clot an instant god
The spirit-measured home
-If I were you, tongue-pure
-wrapped-in ﬁre
If I were on
- you
on my own private
language ground
I'd be dead happy
Ground like a punk hospital
like-tank girl's queer squeal
the body's it's own score
fully -paid down testimony
In nothing lovelier than the
-world ﬁre
and
with out heroin I am nothing

-but
I am big enough to die
but this will be my last ﬂy by
thy constant hospital ground
Poetry is so so so-- amazing
ee --ow oetwy-I a -ewoim
o you prisoner
suffocated
by wolf
still young and still happens
on the wet ground
the bed
the difference between red
and blue
Dance--outside the wind
- where are yours
bookmarks,
like a world
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Just the facts
we will be bright as the angelic indeterminate and stick to the facts
to the sticking place of gum on a boy-flip out, you shriek the determinate
holding of our lives in the steep wallow of fire, in the night the sickened
glory my swallow hole my keep up my stand by me my love, we shave
our heads in the indeterminate hold stand up and sing brother that we
are what we do and what we do makes the fissure alight here my cousin
my unwanted necessary keepsake the time we share is our skin and the
yearned precision which is never premeditated that goes without fear...
we will have minutes indeterminately that our mothers cock front
in the vestibule of your wound the edge of your life is your arsehole
in the uk, they never found us wanting, even over the phone the talk was
as it shouldn’t be broken and illegitimate that we are free as the moreness
of ourselves that I am not on hold that I am here and communicating with the one
without that we have been told but not forewarned and in the middle, which is
how I found you, was a you shaped hole in the smell of things, though
you didn’t know it, but we came before and dug in our heels for want
of our mouths and spoke knowing that we are big enough to die but won’t be
fashioned out of fear but love in its tender place
that I will never forget where the wine is and the sound you make when
we make out, that I never want to go back that I want to be as light as the g force
shudder of a breath and its measure force back my heart and hold it to my
head my angel my loved goat that stares for ever into the god of our bodily
making out that we have tongues that I know you so you know me and we do
what we know which is what god promised us in the shape of yourself doing it
even though the voices are gone and the tongue has stopped we reveal the mechanics
of our longing in a loving and concious breath, my love
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JOE LUNA

what catches in the real light of day
				
- F.L.
Summer out. Sure flinching so low, nipper. Gat stuck irreversible
Before an hollow gets an activate, or an especial, that the you this
Comes for might be, so sold and or prefabricated dervish, so stay
Federal maxi bon-bon attitudinal yclept. Rate as facial miniature
Clusters, shake down improvisation rate as if there were such a thing
As power or as antidote cream long walks by the sea chews rubber
Like a novice here snapped in transit beckoning allay; the conscience
Of innocence ruefully attests to from the get-go, yes you are born so
And stay limitlessly home, an arrant bigness in eclipse. I would like
To be a paedophile and that be OK with you. Why there is no blood
For thinking in beside the city wonders, a more incalculable charm dis
Places for an inward wink, but kids no-one would dream of
							
hurting
							
are on
Fire on the internet for daylight savings. There is an OK summer
Collapsing like Spring. Rare tribes. We are a season of roughly the same
Heroism being always alive and getting into dances we know nothing
About, you saw me and that’s right, I agree. Hello day, it’s me !
But the day, by its own diurnal reckoning, is sound. If another is, by slow
Dint of magnitude or free wine, literally just that, my perfect loss of
			
‘Absolute bad cynicism is brilliant moreish’
A new song upon the beauty of my unborn daughter is revolving with
A quickness in the blood shelter, meet my dial-up revenge banana
To a person who is the other end of earth, so realistically alive and
Flinching in bi-lateral achievement. It’s OK in both direction squad
Nominally up-river, the patriotic dashboard is colloquial meme thunder
And sweetness, giddy sweetness in ‘the skin’, thick with debunking any
Yapping for a blanket turnaround, what else happens, gracious archive.
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What also catches
in the light of day
is this
astonishment
at my own clear
refutation of the real
in favour of its self
at best significance;
the trust I bear you
the heart that should
by right implode in
song at trouble, and
nothing that would
lessen, ankle of the
dear, inspected
		
world
to boot.
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from FAILCORE

Militant Friendship
		
		
		
		
		
		

humoral abundant fine strike one off exception frame too much
care is so drunk. do not stop for this. what is axiom for hurt long
longingly long between us, scoping threads & everything, a map
for new life inside you that I sing to everybody’s lips made wrack
to me. for trust in harm meet my disposal rate, first law to my so
dazzling chicanery & effortless, exceptional, sheer teenage ltd, alive

		

& so much more. be bare existence in the shape of you politicized

Everything I think I think my life with try it.
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from FAILCORE

Ultimate Realism Versus Ultimate Subjectivity Was Played By Everyone
Who’s Ever Known You
They are everywhere and you know them.
The rising price of North Sea Brent Crude Oil
About as intensely erotic as I can be without
Due recourse to historical procedure, every new day
Is the century kerfuffle on infinity speed that you would need
To define ventilate. You would need to catalogue
The exact embouchure of every wren. You would need
A lot of wine. And you would need, finally, the infinite resources
Of the conglomerates of passion that you need
To affirm in truth not ersatz love, for example,
The fact that the rising price of North Sea Brent Crude Oil
Has nothing to do with you; Unless you want it to.
Or that the New Age are right about everything, if only they weren’t
New Age. “Mayakovsky” said Tear Happiness From The Days To Come.
I need you to triple that by the end of the month.
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MARIANNE MORRIS

Nurturing an empty bird with the stories missing from
the denial of the social, a categorical inwards blush on
my butt against the picnic table, mind on idle matter
moves uncontrollably towards visual reconstruction
again and again up the stairs to the inconsequential
moment of misunderstanding and speech ringing out
into the air where I said again, that old same old thing
in its plural receptor, wearing a hat, hat has a feather
in.
If you are calling about a young bird, press 1.

(eyes right)
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DO NOT LOVE THIS WOMANMAN
Hisher gender is language in closed doors.
Hisher genre is language in doors closed.
Hisher subservience is the blonde framed with flowers and Shehe bends to kiss the hand
of Himher. Whose nipples are Shehe in photographic smudge of rouge.
Whose gender is bent to shopping. Shehe walks the street with craft, thumbing notes
with pleasure. Becoming unstuck in the newness of new things, Himher. Himher who
humbles ham and tinkers with keys and breath and eyeball. Who butterflies home in
shoes too small to wear out with Heshe on datenight. Himselfherself sublime alone in
the bathroom perhaps negatively. Culture of abuse mitigated no wait. Strong sense of
femmehomme, light buzz of touch and splay. Get rid of the sequins, shouted Shehe to
Himher
and to Us.
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Untitled London Poem
whoever makes plastic is doing so well
eating at my described portion
away that the erosions of sadness
away that the slender exam
peaks & pivots abstracts cut him
the strength in withholding how wretched
whose fault is this anger is this banter
is this reportedly how it is all the time
librarian sex which I did right what spent
overtly accumulated fission
you find I am saying nothing
but to poke fun Obama
moral energy crusade
in bins they released me
when nothing I said he would scream
adverse
pigeon explosive.
did they reject you a crater did you itch
the spastic impoverished elite made so by beauty’s blush
to perform your error and mine
is of passing dance-off who we are silent-eared to be
slippy and so totally obsessed banking twit
and we both wanted to insinuate
to rubbish each other into the sofa
		
to analyse the way we knew how
			
to drop into the past with repeating error
saying nothing of I have learned
this or that
raw performance
once I learned
to say sorry it was
easier all the time
to get it out
collapse and get it out
the wind is not
a book the line says nothing
it holds and retreats
how could you write a poem about tea
‘it’s because I’m so thin and refined’
because in the dream one of me embrace the snake
because relativity and universalism
cold on a plate
because aping each other and fucked up
because memory is not coherent so
I will stitch you up with time
with time and consent
		
over lunch even
until who could say what
if anything hurt
how wonderfully he was cared for I snapped
kindness and care
the dissolved twins
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SOPHIE ROBINSON

i alone

i don’t know what to say except i miss
you on the phone historical & loving
of the mouth & in the stumps & off my
clothes & fallen off you softly with my
buried ancestors with wolves at the door
with the beating flap of death take hold my
hand with swallowed coal-lumps’ cureless baubles
with sinks & teeth & now descended with
o england’s fragile tombstone with its bargain’s
fray’d & fragile vapours with heart that is
that bough breaking into cocaine-spattered
sky & left to ripple or erase itself
or else to fright or frig dry & homelands
burn & organs tenderize in a big
child of twenty five with hurts in lines with
the sluggish moon a’calling with a love
that’s hard as iron with a love you can’t
return o lord call me no more silence
cut across lament & stay very thin
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memory gapes – this is a world i have
washed away what gives it rhythm & i
don’t know what to say except reverse charge
my wretchedness my eager eyes for light
for my bedrock bear unmangled “live with
me be my witness” from body to body
as waterglass as my mother’s false water
in which I flicker tongue as in a cat’s
kiss pilfer within myself & we can
cry & be relaxed i’d eat your clots for
one thousand nights & vomit rivers into
your ocean feed on me like mice
on melon rinds o london i want my
happy wages back & with matching rings
cut my ruins open like a fireman
because we’ve got poorly lately, less
life dragging behind us in the hot &
clapping battle of the city’s vampire’s
lies we do not have the strength to fight, no.
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n.s.f.w.

i’m sick of love & sad for what I’ve lost:
that bullshit fix of nervy hands has gone &
rude spring’s a bully, sun & wavy cold air
& you are well, i having never been well i,
i want to meet you anew and be loved &
not thought of as silly – to you now i’m
a clown or a dog waiting to be put down
& so my breasts are hairy teats for cubs i love
& are not born, & not for you, my new nude
is atrocious & i wonder who you
think of in the shower, what wets your meat
if not my putrid body you once & gently
fucked & which i, promising it to you, have lost
the receipt for. go away for a long time

& meet me at the airport, run me a bath
as before with water from the kettle so
kind & we’ll shiver in two inches forever,
thigh on thigh never shrinking from the
moment but cycling it around the time
we do have, having been given each other, &
never unadorned or waiting to get broke.
i’d wait to die forever to have unlost
that time & die to lose it all again,
having taken too much, having got
love unspent not wanted & staid unhappy
inside the kettle waiting to be filled kindly,
touched on the cunt or met at the airport with the
ghosts of animal kingdoms still inside me.
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That Merciless and
Mercenary Gang...

Stamina Teacup & Julia Bashmore
Some Correspondence
(0) Anyway you remember “finite love” and the hypothesis about our correspondence as
these receipts which are also tokens, so like they’re the purchase and the proof of purchase,
completing the circuit before commodities can be even be proposed, and that as the right of
entry into our circle? Well, finite love articulates the super-city’s walls, OK, and the supercity is this seat of memory and quest in our hearts, but were it real, it would be this worldaccelerator with only the people we want to be inside, and we could like jump from rainforest
to deserted island to Brixton to the Lower 9th Ward to Field Branch to Brightonium to the Go
Fuck Yourself bar, it doesn’t matter, shit is completely transferable, like a video game world
but the portal is sickly infinite. So I want this to be the song of that, making this a meta-love
song, being with those caveats the song of the city inhabited by all those whom I love.
(1) I really don’t understand you but my lesser bear does. “Thus chassé du paradis terrestre,
sans knowing where il went, Luna wandered longtemps. Sometimes il raised his tear-filled
yeux to heaven, et sometimes il cast une melancholy look towards le plus beau des châteaux,
where dwelt la plus belle des baronnettes. Eventually he fell asleep in a furrow, heartbroken
et sans souper. La neige fell in enormous flakes.”
(2) An opened Letter to Luna. Jonny had to admit he felt out of sorts the third time I had
him sing me the song. So perhaps it’s not all bad news that blows in for a poetic of linguistic
determinism. Thanks for the stuff on Candide en Franglaise and the find/replaces. If the
patent goes through, it will refer to a slider bar between the two languages. The cool part,
which I’m working on with Jane, is that the advance into whichever language doesn’t just
ratchet up. It’s more like the guy who invented the Windows progress bar visiting some
friends. “Yeah, I’m on the Interstate, I’ll be in there in twenty minutes . . . three days . . .
eighteen seconds.” If you were to move the slider smoothly to the left, sometimes a word
flutters between English and French, and appears in different positions in the sentence. The
whole thing sort of meanders, so the spectrum will definitely contain both syntaxes and both
vocabularies as a single internally-connected set. I think though we can guarantee more
though, and we’ll see. The Text 2.0 guys haven’t written back.
(3) Ass as Cock. Fleshy folds, some muscles, a meatus, and a more-or-less internal canal with
a floral aspect, all of it presently somewhat squished upon folding chair : I propose that THIS
CONSTELLATION COMPRISES MY GENITALS. A MAN’S REAL JUNK OUGHT TO
BE HIS BUTT is the long and short of it.
(4) The advantages of the present system of classification are well-known and it is perfectly
unnecessary to retweet them. If you are so fortunate to not yet know them, go outside and say
so, and its numberless defenders will trace its advantageous features for you, till each subsides
near-invisibly into its neighbours.
(5) Candide en Franglaise, “Ass as Cock,” and Lorqi Blinks’s Wolfwoman (i.e. really imagining
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what X-People we’d like to be, not only pretending again to imagine what X-People we’d like
to be). Where else should we look for inspiration? I still think the promising parallels are the
depoliticised instances of linguistic determinism. Never mind Rastafari & Iyaric. My mother
is into this mindfulness stuff. When I learn economics, I obtain habits of mind. “A fraction
of my kingdom, for a multiple or proportion of beasts or beast, as coordinated by markets!”
Mnemonics. In-jokes. Using silly voices and characters. Familiars. Re: mathematics, cf.
“wrong poetry.” Get rid of “fucking” Friends and change “I don’t know what they are” to “I
am far from knowing what they are.” OK, that sounds like publificatin’ talk : I’ll send you a
version tomorrow.
(6) Nor has every defender of the present system of classification been duped. Many of them
get up very early indeed. The wish to rise more early and to see more clearly moves me to
disturb – no doubt only momentarily – the harmony of view-points which encompass us. It
is true however that these clouds really are those which bear our regards to our distant lovers.
(7) It is preferable – if possible – to give the same name to things which are similar, and
in this case it is possible. If it is the pussy in females, it ought to be the ass in males (and
of course in females as well!). The transatlantic polysemy of “fanny” and the euphemism
“front bottom” capture my more aperture-centric approach. Under the present system, two
quite opposed properties, concavity and convexity, advance the phenomenon’s candidacy for
genital status. Yet very few sets are compiled in this way, on the basis of difference. It smacks
of the Imperium, the lines of a nation designed on a napkin with that malice that so often
accompanies crusted port.
(8) It will be ingenuously and subtly argued : “The current system does not rely on a criterion
of dissimilarity. Rather to be ‘genital’ is one thing – it is to deviate from the centre, where lies
the conceptual superposition of Barbie and Ken’s pelvises, in either direction along a single
concavity-convexity dimension.” Then should we name black and white with one notion,
distance from gray? Then should we call prodigality and miserly frugality with one concept
too? In parliamentary democracy it is so, but not in nature.
(9) With an air of subtlety, it will be argued : “To be ‘genital’ is, whatever else it is, to authorise
sexing, the division of masculine and feminine. So no matter what it is preferable to pick
something different on either side.” Take a pause. The same principle seldom enters our
considerations when we sally, for example, “Which part in the male and which in the female
is ‘the face’?”. Had it done so, we would likely have made his face, for instance, that part
which is presently his thumb : then sexing the male would be all the easier for his eye-catching
opposable faces, each printed distinctively, useful for turning keys in the locks of cars and so
on. Men had better walk around on their teeth, women lift laundry with their eyelashes, and
so on, to pre-empt the discomfiture which, all of us know, can result occasionally from false
classifications. These are examples. Two faces down, implicitly male : D D
(10) Whether or not it is fair, or suitable for extrapolation, is there any other way to sex
ourselves? Of course there is. The male has a single set of genitals. The female possesses
two sets, the dorsal similar to the male’s, the ventral sporting a Xanaduean vaulting and a
24

variety of adaptive sophistications of reproductive and existential natures. What could be
more distinctively eye-catching and feminine than the presence of her pair of discrete genital
apparatuses, front and back?
(11) As a post-script, I doubt there is anything in this specifically for intersexuality, queerness,
the non-identical, difference, mutilation disputed, or any their fashionable successors. Cf.
Ruskin on the “peculiar energy which gives tension to movement, and stiffness to resistance,
which makes the fiercest lightning forked rather than curved, and the stoutest oak-branch
angular rather than bending, and is as much seen in the quivering of the lance as in the
glittering of the icicle.” Also cf. Fry and Laurie on asses : watch?v=nUbIekD2PEQ &
watch?v=ZFD01r6ersw.
(12) In deference to custom, I suggest we call the newly standardised genitals “penis, cock,
dick, rod” etc. but I am willing to be wrong about this. The Homeric task of creation.
(13) “Through out modern history,in the absence of world government have rely on power
politics to chase Their interest using such instrument as military force,propaganda,x-spinach.”
Uniting a poetic of dialectics with a poetic of linguistic determinism looks like the best option.
Otherwise the confrontational idiom of dialectics gets domesticated. It gets cultivated and
suited to the habits of the academic Left, who are also domestic animals. My, gentle! Cf. (4)
too. Start with linguistic determinism. What would we like to be able to not think, or vividly
to think? What would we like to be able to assume, to pour our energies whole-heartedly
through? Invent a general description. I’ve kept it buttoned because I wanted you to go first.
But maybe it’s time.
General description. (a) I want to resign my anger at will. (b) I want to be able to countervail
against the bestiary of cognitive biases taxonomised by behavioural economists – anchoring,
base rate neglect. (c) I want to be able to suspend the assumption that I live in a nation
state where society, sovereignty and economy are roughly coterminous. (d) I want a superior
keenness against purposes mistook and fallen on the inventor’s head. (e) I want to be frozen
at my station, transported out of my office by visions of the precisely calibrated consensus
requirements for coordinated action ; I want to be taken out of myself in this way, in particular,
in the company of feminist activists.
Perhaps that’s too many. The dialectical aspect is necessary because you probably can’t
transpose or convert this prose wish-list into the poetry where it is realised. For the same
reason Popeye does not consume X-spinach mid-episode, no matter what his peril or Olive
Oyl’s. To realise (a)-(e), we will begin elsewhere. Perhaps with a book about all the different
animals. Writing through the native ostensible contradictions, we push ourselves bit by bit
towards the X-People whose powers are (a)-(e). Unless you have better ideas?
(14) That’s not to say the prose wish-list shouldn’t be elaborated and deepened, and perhaps
in the last ditch even undergo its own metamorphosis. / OK, but I would also say, in general
: collaborative writing, long forms, a certain friendliness to narrative, and also to rhyme and
formal verse. Very little which directly or indirectly justifies a poem is itself justifiable unless
25

it really is groundwork gruntwork. I doubt even users’s guides are justifiable. Also : the risk
of hermeticism. Also : the largest project will be dominated by the context outside it, will be
a lil buoy in a storm.
(15) Fine. Then : allegorical mode. Not to delight or instruct, but to rearrange the interface
of delight and instruction. Something normally only expressed mathematically expressed as
an animal : assimilate new data. Trying to stay away from sweets and steak – Jihad.
(17) How’s thricks? Ta for the aminals, but please do not use them on your Friends. There
is nowadays nothing so pervasive in all of the interesting places as cake which could have
been both eaten and had, but which extravagantly, particularly at a moment when we are
all tightening our belts, or plying them over our heads, is only either eaten or had. I have
forgotten how many times I have seen a generous slice of carrot cake depleted to its very
raisins, cream cheese and icing sugar, to its very crumbling edges, when with the most minor
adjustment of her angle, as she inserts her fork, its eater would be sure to find it again on
her plate when she finished, as fine and as fresh as when she started. My estimate would be
equally off, how often I have seen a Nigella chocolate Guinness cake kept in just that rare
concomitance of temperature and Saran wrinkle which prevents its creamy duplication into its
keeper’s taste buds as it awaits on his plate in his little refrigerator.
(18) Crumbs, I have written elsewhere on dual asses, and Buridan’s may definitely slip off
both ways at once like blue Dr Manhattan, and like the supervillain Multiplex too, and when
hes arrives munch and have his and he have and gulp his and vice-versa, so long as there is
cake in one place and in the other a cake-based cordial thing, nowadays. Her. It is mainly
because we are lazy in regard to how we shore up our subjectivities that we neglect to have
and eat cake. Think of liberal feminists and socialist ones.
(19) But one thing in respect of which I am sure you can’t have and eat your cake is the relative
critical void in which we write. Obviously any infrastructural projects to foster criticism,
debate, position-staking or whatever could be either regenerative excursions into our broader
damaged, fragmented, monetised etc. public life, or retreats from it – substitutes, distractions,
VR, etc. & the risks probably aren’t things we can’t legislate against for all time but kinda
have to take as they come.
The Common People of Scotland : Are yis calling the Scottish Poetry Library a cunt?
(20) I? No. All I am saying now, here, is that I suspect that enthusiastic, glowing, insightful
reviews, in which positions are staked and made clear, with the confidence that they record a
specific opinion at a specific time, one which might be subject to re-appraisal and development,
are the accompaniment or corollary of bullshit impressionist “responses” or “appreciations,”
as well as imaginative conceits that evade any real responsibility, and a measure of boring
ideology-driven deflation of everyone’s efforts. These things all accompany each other, they
are fostered and suppressed by the same sorts of things. Probably a few things can be done to
alter the proportion in which they occur, but I am far from knowing what they are.
January 2011
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RYAN DOBRAN

Teaser Fails the Edge

				
No more hot love
				
on the
					
wing.
Wing crumbles out lumps of chains out quests tuned expertly
		
arch reactions
		
to the night deck
				
which diamond blink
		
friends the bling and the diagnostic junket I
			
ululates from home.

				
Module marks fair parts in axial rage blip
instants now squeeze lobby
demo into silent performance
		
as the muscle flushes with gatorade
			
any cool offering embryo as chapped bilabial cake
			
fairest parts in axial rage blip
whose cote is the convex vault at this frame letter
I have
spoon will truss up sex-types and storm frequent moles.

Foreign nodes
		
muzzle blood-feud surveys
				
chucking links after prospects
the bestial malefact stoned to the gourd
			
it riled the d’Oc flashes and stroked the clicker
together: piece by plinth
		
coils of lard in a plastic thyroid
		
turmeric into the knot of their eyes
		
the subtlety of sleep
			
belief that my belief believes in belief
			
tears codify the flag-like desert.
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It’s a mean while to have while having
hamburglar and beck
a mereological wish
doubt
a one day
meat-thief
mormon
together ‘people’ subsidizes
each brand joy
quibble
if that is lonely for you
		

I want my canteen ribs in petroleum jelly my

carbuncle of seeded withdrawal on the seven-tier couch
		
big stadium march for
			
alternative shapes today
duck business and out-flax the winning theme
		
of blown youth take this for
			
give nothing in theory I
					
still champ
the instant rejuice
			
virtual black and white
or the belt and pry
			
hammer
		
and loop
eyecast as uplip
		
chromospheric displeasure
		
but the abject
			
loitering absolves
gelled pate never yet coated
			
I blinking in terraform
in froth to cheese to groaning to spatter to egg to scope joy
unto thousand checking discretions
					
ultra union dayglazed
		
memo of chlorella thunders
		
in the energy index
say all wiles
hum in this channel
		
do not give dogs to the Heilsgeschichte.
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CAITLIN DOHERTY

all sky survey
At one stage tea
cooked in the dirty
birth of universe
dished into
collapsing bangs
nights in us
concluding how
your smile is rarer now
and has a point
direction being
still for once
again a breath
a wave can fail
to move splits
closer to the source
a kick
turn the earth face
scrubbed the curtains
shut the oven
door was open
this time gas is
in my eyes
when is it not
hear the brilliant background
going
snap
crackle
and pop
you know that’s not
enough to eat.
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for ellie, locked out
kneeling before
you strike the
front door I’ve
known since last
night that there’s
an arrow in time
and it woke me
this morning the sun
moved forwards it
didn’t the earth span
once since it did last
a long time
moving forwards
in sand proves
things end in chaos
that front door’s in
pieces it’s hard to
move fast when
you’re not a planet
our mum looked
like one fifteen years
ago or five thousand
four hundred and
seventy nine spins
before you forgot
your front door
keys and knocked
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chancellor

labour supplies necessaries 		
		
limits false growthful push
deconstruction concord 				
sky takeover jeopardy
premier ground mix 		
				
fertilised spoon
build 										
play
			
			
			
			

account withdrawn

			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

exchange utility service
issue deficit bookcount
essential shipment under
captainal ship breakage !
redraft bill plus vouchers
november charlie table
november november forgot

			
			
			
			

that will shovel leaves well
that will paint a wall

monaco is close enough
monaco’s still far away
harmonious balance sheet
ripens edenic stock take
roofless exposure snag
floorspace donut bonus

“The allegations are 						
and dredging up a photo 					
years old is pretty 						

completely untrue,
from when I was 22
desperate
stuff.”
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The Homeland Secretion has issued a steak following
yesterday’s protrusion, which saw thousands of stylists
gem in central London. There were angry classicists as
protractors - some throwing mistresses - fought to
breakfast through politico linguists.
The Home Secretion steaked:‘I utterly condemn the increasing libertines of
vision and disquisition that some of the protons have been involved in.
What we have seen in London, the wanton vectorism, smashing of winks,
has novelty nub to do with peaceful proton.
Aubergines on poltergeist oilrigs and prose show that some of the provinces
have no restaurant for London or its clairvoyants.
The polish have had a tourist joggle in extremely difficult citations. They
have put themselves on the lion to keep London’s strides and clams as
salamander as possible.
Peaceful proton is acceptable – violent proton and crisp dancing is not.’
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GARETH DURASOW

Handling Osama
In accordance with Islamic practice and tradition
    nobody has to dig if we bury him at sea
    nobody has to lose a thimble of sweat
for the sake of shovelling
dirt on his shit face
the sea requires no graft at all
as long as he complies with falling into the fucker
deep enough so fish can’t raze the flesh
    as long as we bathe the body
rinse the wound
the blood that cakes the breach
    as long as we enshroud it in plain enough cloth
    as long as we anoint it with Joop!
as long as we turn his head towards Mecca
  as long as we keep him perpendicular to the Qibla
    as long as we afford him the simplest wreath
as long as we tie an anvil to his feet
  as long as we throw a few handfuls of soil
into the ocean after him
    as long as we are magnanimous in victory
    as long as we utter a prayer to forgive the deceased
The only god to answer to / will be the god who loves graffiti.
		
						

2nd May 2011
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MAHMOUD ELBARASI

That picture of us
stranded and laughing
keeps me up at night .... and only sometimes
(we are)
like an orange tree in winter,
like a burning star or sun in a storm of ice (immobilized but content)
and even when kicked across the road
there is calmness and simplicity
granted and preserved by some unnamed force
and blessed with the unperturbed egotism of the best type of boy, or man or what have(you’s)
I fall down when you say this; “ only “we” can touch us”
not ghosts nor thieves, nor passers by.
In the night.
In winter.
stranded at dusk.
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Some mornings
And it’s a funny thing
Because I never know when
I wake up
And the sheets have come off a bit
And the yellow of the mattress looks brown
And on those mornings I try to make myself go back to sleep
And I never do
And im eating almonds sometimes
Or maybe drinking beer
My feet look a little wider on dirty wood
And there is something that is amiss
Either in or around my body
I have a few old pictures and I like to look at them
Sometimes when its springtime I get an old feeling and I need something nice
And I want to drive around where I grew up if I have the gas
The shirt you left hanging is put away now. I smell its collar when I’m not too embarrassed.
Then I look at the yellow of the mattress, and it turns brown.
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PETER GIZZI

Hypostasis & New Year
For why am I afraid to sing
the fundamental shape of awe
should I now begin to sing the silvered back of
the winter willow spear
the sparkling agate blue
would this blade and this sky free me to speak
intransitive lack
the vowels themselves free
Of what am I afraid
of what lies in back of me of day
these stars scattered as far as the eye
what world and wherefore
will it shake free
why now in the mind of an afternoon is a daisy
for a while
flagrant and alive
Then what of night
of hours’ unpredicated bad luck and the rot inside
it clings to
fathomless on the far side in winter dark
Hey shadow world when a thing comes back
comes back unseen but felt and no longer itself
what then
what silver world mirrors tarnished lenses
what fortune what fate
and the forms not themselves but only itself the sky
by water and wind shaken
I am born in silvered dark
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Of what am I to see these things between myself
and nothing
between the curtain and the stain
between the hypostatic scenes of breathing
and becoming the thing I see
are they not the same
Things don’t look good on the street today
beside a tower in a rusting lot
one is a condition the other mystery
even this afternoon light so kind and nourishing
a towering absence vibrating air
Shake and I see pots from old shake
and I see cities anew shake
and I see robes shake I see desert
I see the farthing in us all the ghost of day
the day inside night as tones decay
and border air
it is the old songs and the present wind I sing
and say I love the unknown sound in a word
Mother where from did you leave me on the sleeve
of a dying word
of impish laughter in the midst my joy
I compel and confess open form
my cracked hinged picture doubled
I can’t remember now if I made a pact with the devil
when I was young
when I was high
On a sidewalk I hear “buy a sweatshirt?”
and think buy a shirt from the sweat of children
hell I’m just taking a walk in the sun in a poem
and this sound
caught in the most recent coup
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DANNY HAYWARD

UK Screenings
when the scream is incompatible
Enter speech in axiomatic subordination to each
flesh that hopes to speak it, useless as air in a vice.
Enter auxiliary verb distortion
to dare it is you are to say that
I want a fantasy venue
nationalism of the last groin
at the bottom of the tin;
palsied with words, I’ll say them
in the language you speak
we have a duty to be materialists
on the sick. O! language: don’t lance that cyst,
your time will come before I
end this piece: use this life
before it ends.
Preliminaries:
the simultaneity propaedeutic
everything you think is the potential of this world
even what is least it
is the potential of the sung horizon carved
from the Toby Jug that becomes the orgasm
required for citizenship when you grow
communisation on the
beat and beating heart to dissolve beneath each burnt
mattress, block circulation
to die in affliction cereals
ownership is everything
down to the last bread bin
we take
I begin
with an image of disgust, protended in the voided
custody of all Marxists who are really
liberals, shivering with strength amid
the permissive leaves endlessly vended
by the broken vending machine
in the front seat of the small car
where I am mounted by the market,
I am Kylie Minogue or he is it has been
a bad day on the stock exchange
the dead, where they are when you need
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them Asian sale I am your narrator
of necessity
distribute decay in life that breaks into my soul
burglarious itch without control, I inculcate the Civil Code;
the news reports are on state expenditure
there is no connection between this and a sex life
iff featured in the Home Office to die for
press “eviscerate” on the remote control
to open me
split me on the brown leather sofa as the cops
stand out there in the quiet dark and look in
through the drawn curtains at the blazing light
with its many sources; love is the derangement
of leisure, a spectacle raised in vomit
to the pedestal: capital is real freedom
the deformity is mine
I am not doing my job.
There is suffering in the puce car
it is my lot to live at
the atavistic peak of world peace
above me he is up twenty-seven points
underneath us all light incinerates flesh,-though theology lives safest in the body unscorched;
witness
the whole of me in anti-aesthetic ecstasy,
mouthing silently a holograph of a tree
outside the shed
hit by a bulldozer mantled
with ivy, its metaphor cut off
your narrator
18/23
xb
tic tec
pect
AC 701/3
what dream is a necessity
eat an esurient skull fuck, enter fantasy chorus
enter parliament nappy I will not grow into
into the body of another person
The Cinema shows
everything of my body to you next week
screening the erotic button of illegal bone
drifting
on the slim body of the repossessed ocean,
our heads moving closer together,
detached forever like property by
the starving children as if odious swing
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producers of the lever that sticks forever inside
your paused mouth: the button, it leads to a
brochure containing a fantasy
to want me to you saying I want
to look at you; soft targets forgotten in an instant
outside the cinema is paved with sweat
not getting any younger than it will be,
because we artists are the owners of everything
like the eaten blood donor whose splintered bone
sets blackly on the horizon;
down where I dream the logo:
where is the way home
out of the indestructible
vestige of life wrapped
in the rich green foliage.
Eat to offset the catalogue
of mental damage:
why must we have both
when the scream is incompatible
the sexual appeal of stupid flesh:
look through the windscreen:
SCREEN ONE
Parliament, a publicly funded conceptual art
lobby group, you knife all of them at once
on the internet
their mauve stomachs dispense free content
but the handheld printer contains elicit pornography and causes you to miss your flight.
The children are made for the sex they have;
you hate them less in your notes but more hate
is spent destroying them than rebuilding them,
but rebuild them you do, ash in their face
to accumulate point (2)
from pure ideas that speaks the difference between
what I want it to mean and what it imperishably does,
if you disagree then write to your wound
disbursed like grey leaves in the wind.
Forget you. Is micro is
pain intelligently designed to arouse
this poem about MP’s, dressed in perishing odes
growing futures in hair, lighting the mise-en-scène
of
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SCREEN TWO
the blossom opens out of the orifices of a man
the product design to be seen is believed.
A cultural
fantasy of possession on the
eve of raised VAT, two talking dogs,
one an expensive piece of contemporary
visual art, swap phone numbers
in a terrorist attack. How do I compete
with this machine
the black child
left to live in pebbledash, life’s piercing
sense that rises out of dream
like the investment arm of RBS
in the greatest throes of passion as if
all thunder extract it was over
the mere wish to be held in the
to be in the
arms of my kin, reducing
property to a narrow room,
and your investments wrap around me
forever, and we know independence,
and we fret over its margins,
as we wait jadedly on the arrival
of the IFB
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IAN HEAMES

DAWN AS CLIENT

Geared up anther Immune today Pert quartz
longs always To be reptilian When the place is dead
it is necessary to emphasize its police We expect
dark shades in the light Many of their sources
live as long as Vitriol is sweet A soft goal to forget
their faces Highly functional yet expressing who we are
What falls when vapour rises for example
looking down from a high cliff you will feel
just how high it is New someone between floors
down for no reason Whose scaled up limbs
make mincemeat of a halogen gondola
Unlock nymph casing like elected firstborn Plinth siphon
emptying the malls and magazines
Love is the derangement of leisure time
taking your mind off another city
could be The interpreter is on fire
in another language Gauzy to maintain
you can find us and the consumer in the same light
we are inside the building in each quartile
stopped at the border Between sleep and waking And the line
The crypt goons obey perspective Gush heckler
wordplay At masculine botnet plumage Coral pheromones
detail the mirages conic Pull pheromone sleeper hold
on the monophage Nocturne alter decoy prey form
soufflé To be there Headquarters alight
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JUSTIN KATKO

				

from Rhyme Against the Internet

With a 23 trillion unit diurnal intake,
Maqloubeh amphisbenic,
Moped in covenant,
Legitimization True, global saturation of White,
Did tarantular your multi-spectral eminence grow,
From the sublime illecebrosity
Of the sloping grey antenna dome,
When you clicked on leave the city
Virgin fish for every pedicure?
In an Area Denied,
Come nidational plastic,
Ubiquitous, compounded MSBs conspire,
Running points of battering ram
Failure down
A loaded air meatus; win gown
Multi-ommatidial and -winding;
Guess mould coolant
Hurled at bias 13E,
For self-regarding UAV positional detourning
Blending stratum corneum screen brightness tan peel
Broken over rms link-horn of charred beige
Snowbot endangered, fearing
Turtle-coin voice-trap in a word privacy wheel.
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LAURA KILBRIDE

WHEN IN PICCADILLY
the union flag
hung starch straight down
a faction dark and anarchic
returned in slice the glittering ache
of mirrors which have had their day
and then just never went away
but gaped on, and never broke the people
entering and leaving under Bacchus’ eyes
THEN a single black-clad figure stepped
and wove a black flag through the air
to arch across a darkened aperture—
my fluttering heart broke
forward, glancing us four waiting
for our three boys, (in the film
you said it was just like being
the AND YET considers to lace our food,
rations our shadows.
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THE SCHOOL OF RESENTMENT
This communication may contain material
protected by the Official Secrets Act (Cap. 153)
of the Laws of Brunei
I
easant suffers i
easily stream music
find out how
T of the robbers reach
the artificial environment
of hunting or shooting country
in Canvard Institute
Beijing Technology
and Business University
already
deeply
feeling the mission
for extraordinary
passion
financial accounting
the only
possible
modus vivendi
all those concerned
must rest
on a policy
a master degree
in Human Geography
kindly specify
rules and conditions
in play right’s terms
“must give us pause
although i love
my Alma
mater,
maybe i
can
learn it slowly
steam traction and
rolling stock
are still much in mind here
minimum order
quantity
one bobbin
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your help
will be chrished
during my application
unceasing innovation
increasingly significant
will make the world
run faster
let people
live more brilliant
the future
filled with patience
opens a door
the powerful weapon
to broaden my horizon
the firm faith
the high ideal
the outside world
the pursuing
persistent
self-confident
i
want to admitte
in your universety
kindly
revert
back to me
withall
vest wishes
waiting
for
your
replay
II
the Fox too much
for a Bird dulled
by much protection
the College owns
the infrastructure,
including the contents
Beilstein & Gmelin
Reaxys to replace
CrossFire end September
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before this allow me
to tell you
who i am

THREE AND A HALF POEMS IN FIVE DAYS
I
slim shirted your leavings, anableps anableps
the blindness of babies journals to light
II
necessity exculpates the limbs of a dead one
(the butcher angel grandfather priest agreed
all totally wrong—was writing as absence
II.5
the tip of the uterus, so much depends
III
of rain and hard howl in the presence of pokers:
green rings of a trace, the banks of the ganges
what palpitates, quarrying, a half inch below
whatsoever the lean on the greenhouse shelf means
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FRANCES KRUK

Two Examinations of Pharmaceutical Geometry & the poetix of Sulphur

1.
your ghost I was but didn’t know I
had no Centre within
was mostly very headless
Had stinging Hair already
in the vapour
room huffing
‘tween the Bricks, I thought
the afternoon science
makes best of dimming eyes

2.
tell it like a neck on water: there are many & they need no mouths
to account for
distances of Sleep or
the Weight of water or
the fall of your collective self.
In venal blue
permanent the means of breathing with a blink
Fast cut to vision
disappears all but you
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FRANCESCA LISETTE

									

Pour Guy Debord

Get out of here, Google, pool eyes and sidestep gangrene
bull show jerking in white sweaters. Your ovaries of china
microwaved in ready-made finesse float out for
constipation by the self-elected spotted genteel
haunches wait out your steel in nak’d chamber, etc., is it
time to pull the plug?
Sherbet epiphanies arrayed by train
sole busting of insignia wakes to meaningless expenditure
á la freedom – is a place, how do we get to it? – Bring a
butler. – This total tin-hook martyrdom
moss-yellow soil dreams you there;
radical, grey-toothed & vacant, an
infinite black-out at Christmas.
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LUKE ROBERTS

TRACERS / TASTERS
*
Imitation liquid assets and calm illustrative guilt expressed via objects and scenery
tie the rooms together and make them learn to speak. Fierce separate restraints,
sent for ascending, buzz and many nightjars flutter, oblique for lasting effects,
hanging out the towels of many stoic tongues. Solitary’s scorning blow, the art-haul,
lost erotic significance and wet hair undefiled. With a composed face and a very
measured voice, innuendo slides from your intestines to other treasures. Outsourced
ghosts wept enzymes, without rhyme’s safety to assure us, the deferred golden fist,
beaten into air. In love with hospitals, lament dissolve and love the rectangular zone
it frightens apologies without tirade, feeling glorious afterwards. He was on the roof
mute and remotely tempered. I did not know where my body was to end.

**
Champion freedom of movement and the inside your brain stays on
pure sensual noise, the decoder and limbs you are untouched
eyes closed come sound off camera, come pulling wool beneath the belly
extra earshot and more as got. Flattery, I came to, and felt stuck to nothing
and that this variation of human life was endless, stupid make it stick
pretend wish for stillness, but differently arranged. Streaming from every
orifice of door, we are in your tent and do not move. Take the food and take
the cigarettes. Oh open breath of air lit joy, the starring body centralised.
Planet. Heroic skull tribute or not at all, nothing would not be alive,
furious algae, the food chain, sacrificed to narrative and nerve-endings,
running through a field it stopped to think, grass stroking your ankles
through a medium distress.
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****
Economic weather make a wall out cloud
I flew here because I hate the planet
but quietly, sealing the borders state
height and weight run the length lectern
and a chest breaks transport to the higher
bids for welcome. Ladies and gentlemen,
integrity of the cuticle beyond compare,
pulling into a shell nod silence, cornflakes
and eggs thrown from a pram, the shades
correct his face burnt threw down mazes
observers scattered from a tender helicopter.

*********
No-one will do that for you. A length of wood trapped in a bone,
swapping gloves with martyrs the flippant glow no bigger
than the last. Keep the crush in the ribcage, a list of growing
concerns. I want to know about the ladders they were on,
cornered, food rotting in the mobile field. A tactic for not
talking, arrest my friends and racing animals, distracted
from the national snatch to beneficiaries sawing the legs
from chairs. As he was in the sky the force applied
was minimal, you twist and the target expands, breaks
into the space by the sink. The proceeds hear nothing,
the phone picked up speed sailing through the splintered
breath, quartered by the water syntax. Unjust example
to be replaced by warmth from the same vault, give
the workforce unsound tokens smashed at fault.
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JAYA SAVIGE

Posture

Make your spine an aerial. No
a urinal. No, an arrival. Tune in
you animal. Even my stegasaurus
can out-yoga you. He’s so supple
he bends like a hot daffodil.
You’ve got nothing. Zilch.
Take my memory foam.
Microwave this lavender
therapillow, that should do it.
Your voice is so handcuffed
is how it looks to me, every
tremulous bubble frisked
for sense. Screened by customs.
Explain what’s in the box
if not an ounce of poetry,
smuggled in condoms. Yes, orificer.
I blame it on my incestors.
This time I’ll straighten out. You’ll see.
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CONNIE SCOZZARO
‘O’
I)
i have found porn for
women
the women are all
brunettes and they don’t look in so much
agony in fact they all smile as they get
cherished and fucked and they all look
just like my friends from work
i have applied to be in a film
and can only encourage my friends to
do so too
this is how we get off
now women will come now
like fountains below a monolith girl with her
legs spread like arms because all she wants
is to be cherished and fucked come to
think of it
all I really want is
II)
i shoot through space dynamic as salmon made only
of pink skin and all the beautiful come
glowing i zoom through cities and many moons showing
women and girls to go screw themselves with
optimism in car parks and
classrooms
i teach everybody about the clitoris
cartoons and puppets when everybody has come to their
own about appetite and register
i go home made of the same
matter as before but from this educative discharge am
slimmer round my
ass
and leaving the planet to their leanings later i
put it on
late night telly for
kicks and further study for
myself and for others i am generous a
brunette i am a sick motherfucker.
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2.4
as with lots of things a house can crush itself
1bandwidth can’t take 5 people
all watching their own porn and lying
about their preferences
5 bellies don’t want the same food
and calling my home phone
won’t mean I can talk
when I was 7 I lost my **** but at 14
I got it back
in a fight with
upstairs
man I was lucky to see my ****
again
1 3 seater can’t take a double load
nor can 1 act of sex excuse weekends
choking the universal throat
4 eyes can’t see 1 problem
spelled out in the
food and arrangement of food in the
porch
my **** kindly returned to me you see
I went away and didn’t have to come back
for anything more than significant birthdays
I am sad for anything
I am away from the counting
& I wipe my brow with 1 heroic finger
for any more would be very pesky
very pesky to me indeed
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JAMES STANIFORTH
i
Hazy fades of spark’le - green, firmament:
Blotched clowd – or kid; moist your, 				
Do you: ?

[orchid; let it grow here]

,
Blunze: to decipher this, this is
Blue? Or, duh;
The rain,
Rains_...
_
drip ‘
Ii
Straw ferry; weight of,
D, ivy – in too extremely deep – green
This time of
weighting
Read once/ ha! pounce; in
Year/Yurr – ly; once
I try really hard about ‘here’
Iii
So-oft – lie; lie in;ing,,					
Grass is the extremely deep
Green				

‘
v

Firmament
/ Blue | huh,
green
Mm,
hmm – ly, I pondered (y)?~
Poem 2
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A ‘master’ of the spring and autumn
Period .
I call: rain
Pretty , fucking , beautiful
In summery:
I sit between green and blue –
A dangerous fRiction
Poem 3
To say I meant
Is to say
L – iRe
Meant, ha!
to produce;
A-tune | you, TRY!!
It’s, fucking>difficult
--------------------------------Our wicker caravel
suspend –
//
I quite calmly imagine myself
sitting in a park
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For Rob
Draw
Tremulous – written, a word: [blue]
Dust settling on petals/leaves – a word, a forest
Dew drops | let’s
~
A sense, tense; hold,ing`[me]your hands were always cold. Well
You wore that woven yellow jumper
.
I [frame]: a photograph in Paris
_
. What is it, about a word; I revolve, but cannot decide. Poetry is a difficult business;
I want to erase every mark
Of myself, ‘James’ (smudge) preserve – every feeling [here is a genuine outpouring!];
but every time I re-regard,
Circumnavigate/cir-spect: what is it I expect
A frog, leaping into a pond | a deeper resonance

?

O.K, honestly – here’s what I want you to do:

[here/][imagine earth-mud, here]
And out of that >^ (over there>*), place a seed [any plant you *like^] deep,
deep in the “earth-mud”:
Add water (mind-water) and ‘make it’, GROW!
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JOSHUA STRAUSS

Parade Maurpoliette
ancient notions
trying to collapse
as these feelings
re-figure almost
opprtunites to speak
and spatter as creditful
awareings. I awake
to the pocket of my
pain. Nowhere to
hide yet hidden in
plain view. Like
sentanced to jail my
muscles soar, swing.
Beak alone through times particles. Where they try. If this is a
memoir I will keep writing, if it stays still in bytes then its poetry.
No classification yet systematics when I ladder soakinging music as monky
illusions and desires to take me to a new tour conclusion. I express this
in hope that this ext can be deciphered someday. Inspiration is a part of
my life. I have always enjoyed exclaiming to people how they can and
should try anything creative. I am somewhat tired of writing in this style
right now.
		

Branded Clouded Drizzle:

find me foam
discovering microphone
hallucigenic oranges
peter gets green onions
have you see the
weekly lession
strain?
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cubist arrow through
my head melts
oranges like Japan’s
achilles honoring
silouette as pumpkin
fall short of graves
gandering without
planes better off trying
and turning
jello into coffee table
mold mixing
basic meanings with those left
better off dead. John Cusak
told no one what to say.
Parts and labour greft
asparagus glides the
moon swang and startled
the servents butter
carrots and pawn shop
variables wreakaning
classically cliche tetris
aroma when a legend
dies teh plates circulate
neck next neck
gregory peck here comes the
zoo ga ga gogo
rise, rise, rise, rinse
my pen is thick and eats
pie. split peas
saving throw
gangsta rap backwards
between trees
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designs for automotion
golgol bordello
fire and flmaes speedy nut
dance of dirt long tubes
		

WHAT IS EVERYTHING, WHEN EVERYTHING JUST IS?

my teardrop is
on the line I am
a bouncing river.
rivitting
left to wave and behave and believe
broke and blind
left to stay meaningless
torn and slow
gave up on my
mind to honour
sit and sow
brake the mirror
often, so grow.
All music will undergo a creditless tangent. This nation
needs no introduction. I am framing you framing me, right now.
So to hope can only re-constitute joy. As a speak I spoke, to tell,
to torment this ideology of constance. Listen as the notes re-value
and dehumanize self loyalty. Brothers and sister the neck needs a
rest. Forum please. All else sway, this toned refrence will cloud the
minds dressed in knickerbockers and yahoo serious suspenders,
the grave-diggers dwell. Silouette Sideshow take turns tunning or
witing well. These time encourage the pack to honour when the if
to disobey will backlash torments. The carriage is allagined almost
welcomed burdened and rest.
What I meantion looking across the way, Amour Fati,
double indemnity. Should the slang goat galloup? Pictured the
plain peoples left over holliday wrecks. Sitting in a waiting room
lost in hype. All my languages currantly placed to be decifoured
and liked. When the marshalls lick the duplicate as growing magik
makers bleed the Hospice born. I will open the wire palm. Now
two, blan stare to be freain. Noticing alkaline bags crayned. The
shipment piranaha poured through the regular rituals...penfield.
How the hopskitch spreads. Health held over from these holidays,
driving to entertain. Capillaries and translation. Angular straw
burst. Gum, grass, and garden horses.
To wait is to waste. Light me and crack the hours tedious
as millions wander through the house spectacular. Hard hat lung
cadillac dowist. Helpful writing to situate and pour through the
clouds washers. Others chew gum and strangle bored how we as
iced koolings trample through boring decorative pours. So the
classics have wrote and play letters like country singers when we
say to speak is to cloud and tame. Tumolutulous heirarchy stains,
musical transcendence. Look here how the other contributes to a
sudden often configurment. So we trade and think of proud pride
manics being scene. Brakes them in and brown. Self bland treats. I
see all as helpless so to be stern. Sway all types of these meanings
gold; and interest. I contribute.
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Talent with a haven for the crediable. Don’t lose the fishings
or find them hidden behind real tournings in throughout; we challange
onward and look for human exchange. The time capsules and rearranges development of pride and value. Now the yards close and
re-arrange IF.
AWaken from the bushes too only find this seduction left
breathless.
Me left to wander in a croud mazzle. She holding, standing
tall, microphone and all. It was the sound that drew my attention.
Something like the radio. Is it still needed? Sometime soon I’ll deserve
to continue.
The story talks of ambition. Trying to re-agonize and concern
the revolution as a thought so consistent. With trobk and tyme or values
we no not about. The actual occasion has both to re-consider. This is
so meangingful when trying to tend and re-organize. Life recipricates
beauty patterns. Egg shell wallkways. How have the people been? Our
destinies to have options. It concerns real and fresh. What if we were to
try life with words or try the system gain. We can have options pure.
So we will be free to have every meaning. Downhill the world
tilts and teaches us beauty. I have this lovely idea to help hunger. We
will help each other then try to fight or re-consider my mind throughout
the miracles. Curious sanctions, holy water and sharpies. Nowist
Pamphlets of discoarse, the life attempts.
I find beauty when
beauty rests. I find
beauty when we digress
I find beauty always
with a breathe
I find beauty		
Ghetto chip onlier, how to handle the likable constance. Slope
has to try to be tourpentine. Fantasy melodies. Meaning through hex
progress, to think as capable where and wiz. Slo grouped to be sore
and winding. Dreams double axel conversation. Escape and gasping
homeland security. The places we situate trade emotional space.
Vertical something or other.
They tried to escape the come washaways and on the outside
become travellers. Thought of how we want to try. When asked so
confusing we share, approve the likes as simple as sudden and often
equal so the process is still capable and confused to STIN. It is when
we try, when we want the difference to blame the roots raw. That is
how we waddle and exchange the belief patterns. So we think and stir
tough love ridiculous.
Almost awaken to find glory left as bread, sliced therefore
some. What if the only offering was the wicked candle that caressed
the skin and tried to re-develop the draining program of plausable
dialogue and the minds altercations. We maneuver and cradle the
salt over the shoulder through the sidewalks and spider webbs began
welding the wings. Clever progress re-direct currancy as checkpoints.
The belief system regulates other ideas. Now and always through the
distance we sing, if the oven won’t turn. My cup is different from the
rest. Small couches hump and re-locate water sprays.
We look to find the skies and topple stories like wildfire.
The goals we are after gesture appreciations other wise known as
hummanism. Controlling the scattered awareness, which looks like
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river boats. Thank the baby’s when they wake. I am honoring
the cuddlesness through quarts of buttered coffee. Heaven’s
ampliphier helps carry Oay’s beauty, comes in spirts. The mirror
stays fit and narrow. Group carasouls, pine cone tree, lucky ways
of living. The distance treats us like cattle.
boats, boats, boats, boats, boats, boats, boats, boats. boats, boats, boats, boats, boats, boats, boats, boats,
boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots, boots,
Now the love rises through the mist. Katsup people trickle.
The hoover contribution. The circuit straps the blanket cold. In the
gallery stream alast, another dream dillusioned by all the How we
are and What we do. So swapping the pallet shall hold. I wonder if
it spoke suddenly.
Sculpture tullips onward pasture. Room to re-kindle some
kind of lavandar to bounce, strain, and make every motion matter.
The clock keeps me alive as medusa embraces my full frontal
visions down from the moutain. Two Lane Black Top splatter pimp
blop buskier. A drop of liquid from above. So high from sane and
crazy. Dilated the roof. The rooms colour begins to saturate these
ideas. I presume it can happen if the ladder stays still. Onward, out
of the gallery, into the open.
Atmospheres we of and always consider real. This is the
presentation we usually, basically play. The horizon ritual is often
circular and brown. So the similar shall end the sentance that
clings. How have these manerisms become so basic; I digress.
From the positive creativness, the promotion ideas of many. People
hoarde and complain. Maybe they will revolt someday. If they
could, that would be clouded and often left relentless. Play on
wizard stallion (lettuce and chesse). Plaster me ground serpant.
To open this is to suddenly transmit thoughtful fun
through your brain capacity. Jugland zero lake solo wands. the
galleric honours and on. Home love candle signs. Synergy the
land be fierce and through trees. No tomorrow, like ways we
write. Conservation and beautiful windows open to handle the
crummudgery. So equal and sturdy, my love is so dynamic.
Compulsion, disorder, and chaos.
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image

Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image

Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image

Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image
Lost Page, Non Image

Over periods of time, these words sound better.
Analogies cusp the expressions, try something with taste. Person
bewilderness... what’s the difference? Tried to be apart of this,
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sworn in like apples on fast speed karts. Will the streets rize or always
wash away each day done. Empty and courting, fed and caustic. To be
a burden to ones lonley energetic tastes. Dirty runaways!
The distance crawls and re-shapes meaning. We fight and
re-shape almost everything. The distance collaborates and breathes
spaces. We rehearse and contribute to the basic lovers ball. I think they
might want to raise their hopes as the money drains. So many types
advance my somewhat flying hazels. They devour sausage handsome
compression skibowski ants, on a log. Distance.

The Governed Longitude:
the earh wanders around
mezzanine loose canon
clinging commas
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WILL STUART

Mens
Meant to mean
was to you
a mending
now theologically
			

beyond all interpretation

militarily
interpretation restored
as ‘to do with’
only what can be
		

meant
and so mended

		

reparations
of intent

		

to do
and to be done by
no and yes
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Official Statement: A Theory
			

Surprised to find him there

		

Well well!
Reticence magnanimity procrastinate

		

Avoid

		

The end of our effort
The questions that are significant

			

Bring him to justice

In a way it means everything
		

By the way

		

And in a way it means nothing
Franchises

		

Offshoots

			

Affiliates

The mystery of power
The pursuit effectively
		

Commitment story narrative

				

Of justice

Obscene insult
			
		

Official statement
Directed at the speaker

			

At the listener

				

Ok?

			

I said ‘Ok’?

			

Everyone at the Whitehouse
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Celebrating solemnly

			
			

Wildly chanting
The name of the country
Insulted by the unforgiven

				

Dead man

			

In the air

				

On a screen
Letters as big as men

			

I want to ‘hurt myself with words’

				
		

(Sutherland, K)
Track no sanctuary

			

Waiting for confirmation

			

Suicide bomber methodology

			
		

Versus drones
Recorder

		

Team of fire
Take cover

				
				
				

Recover
Take custody of his corpse

			
Raiding what I’m told
					
				
Is a compound in Pakistan
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I
Momentary destiny of a moment
Made it a priority
Until we had proper information

			
					
					

To hold back
And then strike

			
				
				
				
				

Art is everything

				

Tension

And conversation
It’s all in the timing

					

‘Inevitability Now’

					

Not the title of a film

				
				

Decisions decisions
Television sets for soldiers who are gleeful

				

Awaiting outcome of belief

				

Awaiting death of bad uncertainty

				

Awaiting relaxation of waste of time

				

Awaiting to know proper reason of how

To put the sense of now and then effectively
Finding one form or another
Sheer ply sprung opportunism
Allowing it to be sensible to the faculties of those
Regard that we fragile things are not indestructible
Do for each other
Less important that lasts forever
What it’s like to have to do something
Image
Monument in the permanent sense
Or in conversation
Let my wrongs create
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No trouble
No trouble
In thy breast
Written by
Radio
As the report came in
Used old material to make this
Adapting it with improvisation
To purpose
And then by default it is
Then by definition it is
I have so used you (misheard ‘East Room’ as ‘Easter Room’)
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WHAT DO SPIES KNOW ABOUT SEX?

τ
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Quiet again. Kiss eyeballs with snatched DMT, better than the pizza.
Getting aurals on the dawn zinging about the postal code, invisibly
bound. Walls she said you needn’t know about, thin electric, to
carry off what carries no further. Or what ricochets finally no more
than the cage calling its own name.

Foxtrot three receiving intelligence re planned administration of
rudimentary goofballs at flat one up two down or hang like a bat from
the sycamore two up one down. Perhaps this evening the odds in
hazard schools zip through auburn to accrue in our favour; s/he’ll
eject in weakness a tamagotchi surprise or quits. What damage
code banker might slide from our paw in its shifted fix from wax to
rope to cosh if not full at attention steeled. Ever faithful trained on
the red entrapment canal.
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HQ stepped up bitching down the line re his flip-flop practice dossier
viz its not being intimidating fat, bends in all the wrong directions,
tikka-stained. Where to bulk up blue this scant vanilla pod, how
to buy time and how much time to buy. And what, even, might the
going rate be. Consider subcontract illegals but only if/when burn
index is marked reliable. And stick to it.

Consider eating that bastard sparrow and yet steady behind the slow
screaming network of grey and black. Patience now. Dial “Alouette,
gentile Alouette”(4566 5456 44), “Alouette je te plumerai”(4566
0*0# 1). Does he call names. Does he favour a certain hypotenuse.
Do the numeric specs for a berserker convince. Maybe oft assayed
PVC guttering maybe one day shower kaleidoscopic incest, maybe,
that day would dance in gratitude.
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What we don’t know about it wouldn’t pack an ant’s sack but ever
liability to forget so here crisply aligned in tables then expert mashed:
the pink swining codex. What chafes and how much, how to bring
the heat cycle to pitch steady then coast, pop out for a snack while
s/he sweats. Should just see some of it pages 310 through 340
for inspiration on quiet nights. Learning to read it an erotic safari
in itself. Each subsection shaded, exo to eso, beautiful. We could
build a waterpark down there. The best bits they’ll just give you
for free, search terms alphabetic on a plate. Cross reference with
outernet activity foil and bang. Eyes up, left. Eyes up, right. There’s
an art to it; finding what won’t match, learning to feel the balance,
staging a tip. The rest though, the digit crunching, starts to feel like
a woman’s job after a month or two. If you’re smart you’ll have the
work experience chimps do it, take the afternoon off.

JEFFERSON TOAL

Alma
1.
Somewhere in this sound envelope
we crush together and
mixing up our lungs. I could still
taste the head on your mouth
from yesterday. At the side rail
fall into everyday walk routes,
I touched the streamit brushed like a lip on my finger
then lost them. Look, why
don’t you have a go on this- it
feels like your mouth and pins
your whole leg into you.
But we were probably dead
since dinner, maybe
should have told you this sooner,
like before our hair lines blew out
shattered, kicked welts the
day away. Hurt from your eye blooms
violet haemic ricochet, still
feels new to you and slides right out.
The ground exhaled, arching upwards
and let a hole appear
to fit your arm through. Your cat
took a lighter to its nose
which you finger slightly. Dust comes
off; pharmacopoeia limits surged
into a reflection of your wrist;
the wet tissue broke by your toe and
higher higher the pavement
wastes into boozer rounds and
barely leaves your skin on. Lust
narcoleptic in drain fluid,
in your head, maybe the sock on a child
could help you, but
stinks of bucket slaughter & gash.
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Incoming sweepers tore through
the trees, additional
features such as incisions to your
head were offered to me. Took
the train to flash my nails off. I snorted
ground lego under tan lamp #7.
You see all this
his face skudding the shore line.
You catch a glimpse through
his cheek: this whole experience
eclipses all physical wounds and
each day piled on itself
melts into disuse as
frag-shots dance splinters
off the death gauze, butchered by
the pram by your foot. This night is
young enough to be legally
aborted. The edge-line at the station
stretches cityscape horizon
lines, that’s trauma slang for fragment.
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2.
Late night touch down, bruise in sonic flash cut
make up the outline gap where you sit from
blue as fluid, what you swim thru
bursts imploringly jail lounge.
Back to collision strike, lick on exit floral;
a drip pipe copse propped
tirelessly brackish impact zone.
We are both wind-driven and
smashed together jade degrees zero, the value of
this noise exceeds their glistening vein of surgery,
		
that sightless rock
					
that experience, as a star, should crag
but together, lifelike, is apparent, sometimes.
Today, we reversed for half a mile
down the inches of your leg, and
carefully ate the robots on your tongue.
We smoked the waiting list together
in rucksacks/ wet grass/ football,
the “teenage life” in sock pile. Steal new
flight machine lips dripping blue action
rerun on me.
Maybe we could stop by and rash
facial? Growth bit moth-like within spec range
outer ball. Mercilessly dragon punch ulcer plus
industry, yet still not out of hostility train wreck.
Floor becomes mesh,
yes! the decision left to you
you! press on mightily non-acheivement.
Care for you butterfly atom index.
In combat smear point bridge the gap you swing to.
Here we pray chaos and grind lovingly car park
piss-storm; dental feed-back, tracer signal you. I join,
and there is strewn blast, the carpet, damage, you:
This is my favourite holding hands position.
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ROSA VAN HENSBERGEN

BLUE CHNO
Leaning as a sixpence,
the caw fell
off my
individual
eyelash, cut at the
bud of selfornithology.
Its neck ricocheted
off the surface
of sprout
water, arched
direct to
the panbottom,
lumpen,
colliding with
human brothers:
please see attached 5/6
small bodies’ PDF fixedputrefying.
Doused with
disease, like
bryophyta pebbles:
please see affixed
at deseret news,
mask-heads: the
chorus of
brawn,
ci-dessus.
Pile-up at perron,
the iron
went blue,
Madge went
predictably
squiffy.
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the dog lapelled
my shoe
to the floor,
fixed.
Madge lies on my
face fixed,
now floor-spelt
mounded, hugged, we
both, below
the steam,
become the sealant
on many wings,
flapping on the floor,
the 5/6 fixed hanging
off the towel rack.
For millennia,
the caw
dissolves into
HOOC(CH) repeatedly
on the ring. Madge comes
to the door
repeatedly
fixed face, mask-mashed,
the bodies hurry
into the sinky mouth
again and then with
oxygen slump
increased,
baying for
blood, orange
with age, the 5/6 still
hang off the plug-hole,
though salt-slopped Madge
dyed blue CHNO.
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TOMAS WEBER

Poem to Thomas Hardy and Frank O’Hara
Exasperated citizens chatter flat out of trust
for the Very Large Telescope, the one out in the Atacama,
it doesn’t work, they say, why not. For a small
haunted building we are not loving property
tell me. This high frequency device is not what
I’d been saving up for, it’s so phonic I don’t believe it.
The world is gone because your hope is over
for the flight data under cover, it is hot
where will you draw me, no,
I mind not. There was never a secure time you keep on
lying about it, your note says welcome
to the radio horizon taped over all the trees. Or to
the farms out in Metroland because
they make you feel things like care and love better
than painting skipping
down the street taking up the places you could be.
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ADAM WEG
TINTED CONTACTS
		
We reach
Chase Plaza
“a vulgar contraction,”
sloping like a Page
to a made bed...
We enter from the rear,
naturally. There are
no Front Doors
here, the Front is
exclusively
for Effect:
it admits Nothing
The large extrusive
panes, whose
geometry once
imbathed the Plaza
in a speculative aether,
have been blinkered
to conserve
Force the entire place
grows
moss,
acquiescing
to the fact.
Obama is there
in thick “sunsetter” kicks
and typeface,
having long ago
replaced
his face with something so
Continuous
it resembles the outlay
of liquid displaced
by direct deposit
in the Bank of Chase.
Funny. I utter an Oath; its type is
More Charitable
than the deposit
is itself.
The heat is pulverizing.
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Wait! That’s no
Heat! They’ve switched
to Force, to Green
the Oeconomy!
You can tell.
The people huddle, stimulating
their digits eying arcana
willing litter.
I am approached by a
twenty seven year old
Reverend, with rare command
of his verbal. Say!
I say. Is that your Ship?
No, he replies. That
is the Tip of the Iceberg.
A Tip? a fellow demi
monde interjects,
misapprehending
the approach. What
Should I buy?
His face has adopted
the peevish mien
of a tax lien.
You should not.
It is You have been bought
with your pants down
No Less
let me direct that slush
to That inverted obelisk
pit over there, it used to
1
help register the enormity
of this Icon, now it Holds Its
2 in
like an Old Man Besides
we can’t leave It Here,
It would shake
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management.

Never have I so
requisited the commonplace
lessons of a boyhood
How to clean ones
ass hole with Moss
“for instance”
I had brought three Green Burrito
Wraps
In, now one is left Out
in the postconsumer form
of a kaka, my calves ache
squatting, homeless men—
Then I see Dick Severin
Fuld, formerly of Lehman
Bros
He looks mossy, good
with Moss
Hey Dick! How do you
clean your ass hole
with this moss here
I require.
Do you just peel
it off the wall, like a facial
strip Or wait get a grip
Dick, do
n’t slip
Fuld goes crashing
down, in a Mound
the mons pubis
of the Statue
of Liberty
I later realize
is what most relates
this Trip
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I see you’ve had
an Accident Severin Dick
luckily for you
moss is Boss
Then I whip him
with my model cross!
Claymated Crystal
Change Propane and glass
Twitters candied Cuttlefish
is the treated Entree and
a section of Exelon signature
electric eel edifies
the managistic types whose
antic commingling
SCREWS THE ROOM into an
Arc de Triomphe frown
It’s Easter at Chase Plaza
Year of our Disciplination
I’ve discovered the buffet
Chase lambs and giblets
and particular moss
SNEEZE! and in the After
Instance of this lapse I hear
strains of a Bo Diddley beat
If that diamond ring don’t shine,
He gonna take it to a private eye
before revivifying
Luckily I’ve been seated
beside a mental girl with the lay
nervousness and observational
good humor of a Country Abbot
How did you stumble in
here I inquire Was it a
Planned Trip or is the prelude
more Magical and if so
please relate it?
Are those your coat or cock
tails making all that fancy talk
sit is what she advances before
crashing through a glass ceiling,
abrupting my focus
her Actual commentary
of such Scope and hilarity
as to Obviate my Business
yet Sentiment overlays
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this charge becomes immediately
Love
So that, chewing on my coattails
in defined amplitudes, we go
to exploring the Bloom of the Hall
dissevered from ourselves and
delaying contact Each time
her face is undone thick and protean
my mood is exposed
It is like foam, moderated
by degree alone.

We bypass a necrosis of amped
Traders of both sexes monkeying
with their hair talking laboriously
on their recent trip to HARRAH’S
casino in Ft Worth when the
elevator’s ring stings and they depart
through a flap like THAT

		
Such that
We’re alone in a titanic dram
the size of a Large Bank
Fizzy Water falls in
sheets along one wall, draining
into a marble trough
full of pennies. Peeking through
a gap in the moss I glimpse
Northern Trust.
The animal rights traders have Left
Their stock on the floor, big heifers
Mordant steers and different brand
Deodorants, the place Smells like
Intestinal cheese and the animals
Look baleful. Their Human Principals
Have tried to Lower the cap on pain.
There is no cap on pain
making pain
a Perfect Marketplace.
Milady has a cosmic affinity for Animal,
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a near spiritual conveyance. Come
Here my pretty lug, she coos to a Beluga
Ox of obvious indecision. The Ox approaches
Lumbering XOXOXOXO
I am overcome by a kind of trepidation
A single incision in my spine
Spreads, its pain is precise my pleasure is
Not Precise I seem to float
Where am I going
Her hands involve the overhanging jelly lips
of the OX
picking pennies from its nose.
Take my mouth in your Ayurvedic hand,
Montana,
I mutter, betrothed.
I have been gashed by a branding pin
Whose location I cannot disclose.

her Successive strands have begun
mirroring I have begun
my morning entombment, aiming them In
to the interior fingerings aiming them Off
The random display is still
My cheek, accustomed to moss,
grows shamrock A free hand
turns the dial on the safe
*my free hand*
consummating an agreement
The dial turns, like an enormous
Exhalation
entered into a diary.
When a State Custodian vaults In
to View, scraping the glass ceiling.
Listen! I gasp.
It sounds like women kissing!
She sets down her pole, to which
is attached a Moppy Head
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resembling My Own. I am Agape.
This Instrument will sweep the Toxins
offshore, to Lesbos, the infamous
Haven—which harbors these days
betwixt its well foliate shoals
the Receiver Ships.
Her wink is chain link.
From whence did you fetch your Masque?
I ask the sunburned interloper,
her skirt Sewn in the middle
to form ExPants, her skin a shade
of Seitan. Adding, convivially, It Heightens
the Moment.
From a banker, she declaims,
brushing my act OFF, and beginning
to show the steers the door.
But your honor That Ram
is not aquatic It will be depressed
aboard your ship This floor traded
in its Pain It is non-toxic
Feel this Dial
Its exhalation will broaden your grasp
And Besides What kind of Banker
has or had a Moppy Head like That,
That Effigy! has?
A Green Banker, she replies.
He laundered Emissions. I met him
in the Elevator
And she continues to sweep the assets
Out, to a waiting Ark
hovering 100 football yards about
above Dearborn Avenue
PICARESQUE
pronounced “dead”
It was on the outside just inside 6
o’clock, as if the end of long OBLOQUY
were a cover syntax for the porno
for your mother, that a Jay occurred
at our penthouse slip
atop Chase Bank farre out in the city
of Loops, and we were taken away
consensually, Themes of risk and
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reward played on skeins
of coruscating bird thing, each suasion
a rep in the endless SYNTAX
It was Tax Day, in fact...
We had the wiring...
Only there was no end. There was no thinking.
Simply attitude, and suicideation.
Her Terrestrial knock opens
the window’s plate, her shift
the world’s sacrum at shift
her beak a bad streak
her eye a glass Navajo atlas
her coat a bedazzling oil sum
of miscreance and chance
her temper a litigious tactic
but a symptom, too, of lactose
intolerance
her talcum an outcome of aloe
her rebbe a Santa from Cairo,
IL,
her pedantry a coal of morse
code,
her only hope a good return
her breath conflated with death
her breast
the exchange of formalities
presented at impact
her stethoscope impressed
to her own heart,
which is, clearly, her bailiwick;
and a flotilla of fine feathers
is seen to seek
the market’s bottom,
whose situation
supplies our parameter.
The bird’s reflection is none
the worse. Her hoody, and
the sunshade of a neighboring
larch, form the shape
of the bank’s uptick; the song
is good. None of it is missymphony.
I’m wearing the pants,
as it happens, and have
the view. Peru,
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Experiences in Paradise
for ES
Flack jackets off, on state support again
May drafts of embargoed flu, reach you
By this lite—I don’t mean to draw
The wrong equivalences—where
Once I had a kit of actual caution, now
You are the level on which we get the joke
Shrouded in what—feels like insecticide
----the human cargo seized for ransom---Business the whim of outstanding palms
The body still abuzz, as though decanted
To an airplane tray, by its unemployer.
The sun always shines there. It’s black out
elsewhere-------------------------------------Veins bartered for nickels, your face
A group of static abundance.
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Music to make recommendations to
Have you been to Madison, Wisconsin? Do you work
in a fact paced team environment? The business Docs are all talking fireside
in the state capital lamenting the abuse of SickNotes. It’s gripping.
AAPS executive director Dr. Jane Orient went so far as to note that, “writing a phony sickness excuse
is fraud.” She phoned this in from Arizona! Duly noted. The history of western
philosophy would turn on the parent inference that because mind
reading is impossible mind writing must therefore also be, if not impossible,
then, well, unethical, or ,errrr,dangerous perhaps, we may say, inefficient
Or, tacitly, wasteful. Conclude that we won’t do it violates “our” sanctity
smells like brad pits. Well. I literally disagree.
But first we must ask whether this “Scott Walker” is not himself, also,
the victim of child abuse. What are you doing
The reel ispractically detaching from its tycoon male tattling
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currently writing a PhD about contemporary poetic politicking at the University of F*******.
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Against the Internet is forthcoming from Crater Press.
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That Merciless
and Mercenary
Gang of ColdBlooded
Slaves and
Assassins,
Called, in
the Ordinary
Prostitution
of Language,
Friends.

